
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

11.11.111111111110 
Monday, August 02, 2004 8:17 AM 

RE: Allegations of detainee abuse 

Than 	we'll be looking for a referral. 

-----Original Message-- 

From: 	111111M1111.11 
Sent: 	Friday, July 30, 2004 11:54 AM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 	Allegations of detainee a use 

MOW 

Received a call from 1111111111111110(aTF) today regarding a letter ACID received from FRIHQ (DAD 
1.11.111111t detailing three incidents where FBI agents have reported they observed detainees being abused 
at GTMO. Two of the incidents appear to have been witnessed from observation rooms and it was unclear 

how the other incident was witnessed. No known DON involvement and no indications that any CITF or NCIS 
personnel witnessed this activity. One incident involves an enlisted member (probably Army), another a DIA 
employee named 111111111111.and the third, a dog and a detainee #63. 

ACID intends to refer the matter to SOUTHCOM, but it may be one that is directed to NCIS, so I wanted 
to give everyone a heads up_ 

FYI... 

Deputy Assistant Director 
Counterterrorism Department 
NCISHQ (Code 21C) 

DODDON 000259 
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From: 
Sent: 	 Friday, July 30, 2004 11:54 AM 
To: 	 11111111111.1111■ 
Cc: 

Subject: 	 Allegations of detainee abuse 

MEP 
Received a call from 	 CITF) today regarding a letter ACID received from FBIHQ $1111111111p 

11111111111.detailing three incidents where FBI agents have reported they observed detainees being abused at 

6TMO. Two of the incidents appear to have been witnessed from observation rooms and it was unclear how the 

other incident was witnessed. No known DON involvement and no indications that any CITF or NCIS personnel 
witnessed this activity. One incident involves an enlisted member (probably Army), another a DIA employee 

named glIMEIMPand the third, a dog and a detainee #63. 

ACID intends to refer the matter to SOUTHCOM, but it may be one that is directed to NCIS, so I wanted to 

give everyone a heads up. 

FYI... 

RiiINEMP 
Deputy Assistant Director 
Counterterrorism Department 
NCISHQ (Code 21C) 

DODDON 000260 
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